
With proper planning, a marina can be rebuilt with minimum inconvenience to tenants and
virtually no loss of rental income to owners.

Proper planning pays big dividends-
How to rebuild and redesigna marina

BY EVERETT BABBITT

uilding a new marina in an empty
basin takes great care and plan-

mng. However, rebuilding and re-
designing an existing marina takes
even more planning. Tenants need to be
taken into account, and the ongoing
business must be maintained with min-

imal interruption during the project.
Done right, however, a marina can
complete a renovation project, can pro-
tect its revenue stream during the
rebuilding process, and can continue to
provide quality services to its cus-
tomers.

The rebuild case
For those owners operating an existing
marina and looking to renovate it, at
what point does it make sense to
rebuild? Having worked with many
marina operators going through the
decision-making process, here are
some common reasons to rebuild:
. A disproportionate demand for

slips: Marinas should take a look at
their waiting lists to see if there is a
high demand for large slips, and little
or no demand for narrow or smaller
slips. Today's boats have gotten bigger,
both in length and beam, and operators
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of marinas built 20-plus years ago are
finding that their facilities just don't
meet the needs of today's market.

. Positive economic conditions:

Marina owners can substantially reduce
their overall project costs, including
financing, by taking advantage of
lower interest rates and favorable tim-
ing in the financial markets.

If planned properly and

done rightl rebuilding
a marina can be a

relatively smooth

experience with little

impact to tenants

.End of useful life: An older marina
using outdated structures may present a
number of safety hazards, as well as
look and feel more antiquated with
each passing year. Utilities, especially
electrical services, may be underpow-
ered or out of compliance with codes. If
this is true, it's probably time to com-
pare the costs of continuing to operate
an outdated marina with the opportuni-
ty to increase revenues and asset values
by investing in a new one.

-

.Lease agreements or permit influ-
ences: The decision to rebuild may be
influenced by external influences, such
as lease terms or permitting opportuni-
ties. For example, there are many situa-
tions where operators are preparing to
renegotiate a long-term lease with a
city. Presenting the municipality with a
rebuilding plan can put the marina in a
much better negotiating position and
may better align the marina's business
with the city's vision for the property.
Additionally, opportunities for expan-
sion that were once inhibited by per-
mitting restrictions may now be possi-
ble. Or, with new restrictions on the
horizon, it's now or never.

Preparation

If a marina is looking to rebuild its
facilities, preparation is one of the most
important factors in a successful proj-
ect. Here are some concrete steps to
follow in the project preparation:

Analyze the factors to consider
when you rebuild.

The first step in any rebuild project is
to revisit the original site analysis. Re-
evaluate wave protection, the depths
throughout the marina and the basin,
and basin shore protection.

Once the marina has determined the

sizes of slips that would be optimum
for the rebuild project, the operator can
then work with the design/build con-
tractor to determine the number of slips
of each size that can potentially be built
in the basin.

With the slip mix known, designers
can plan the dock widths, slip widths,
and fairway sizing that best match
existing and future market conditions.
Designers should also take into account
wind and current orientation to ensure a

pleasant ride and minimal wave action
within the basin.

Once the concept is developed, the
marina is now ready for the engineers
to design the structures, dock systems,
anchorages, wind and wave protection,
and utilities. Soil composition, water
depth, and equipment access will influ-
ence the design of piles or anchoring
systems.

The next critical step is to choose
docks and dock materials. This is not

an easy choice as several systems
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are available, including concrete,
wood, aluminum, and steel. It is impor-
tant to choose the material that best fits
the specific application. For floating
docks, the marina should consider the
desired freeboard and live load capaci-
ty when choosing a system. Other
important factors influencing the
choice are durability and maintenance
costs balanced against initial cost and
life-cycle cost.

New and rebuilt marinas are no
longer cookie-cutter designs with little
thought given to individual style.
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This gangway at Marina del Rey in Southern
California is an example of customization
now common in marina construction.

Today's owners care more about the
appearance and character of their
marinas than ever before. They want to
select amenities and incorporate design
details that give a unique branded per-
sonality to their project.

There are many ways to create per-
sonality in a marina. An owner can now
choose from a wider variety of cleats,
pile caps, fendering, and locker boxes
than ever before, not to mention unique
deck finishes, such as stamped and col-
ored concrete. Access gangways can be
customized and incorporated as works
of art. Choices of handrails, decking,
and entry gate designs can complete the
ambiance and styling accents offered
by these highly visible components.

Electrical power requirements and
low-voltage services are constantly
evolving as boaters' needs and demands
increase. There are many choices
available for power center equipment,
outlet sizes, and meters. Other upgrade
options, such as surge protectors, securi-
ty cameras, and unique lighting systems
are on the way.

Some designlbuild companies inter-
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nally run electrical, telephone, TV
and data lines in their products. This
design has performed very well, pro-
viding maximum protection, while
allowing access for any necessary
maintenance or repairs. Technical
considerations, such as transformer
specifications and loop versus tap-feed
designs, may depend on local codes.
The design/build contractor can help
the marina determine the most cost
effective system.

It should be noted that those marinas

that spend the time now to correctly
design mechanical and safety systems
will save themselves countless
headaches in the future. If the marina is
located in freeze areas, there are several
strategies to protect fire and potable
water lines. Many operators have come
to the realization that individual

pumpout services at each slip will
result in better compliance and greater
convenience for their customers. As a
result, more and more marinas are
adding this feature.

Finally, any good construction plan
must include the practical details for
transportation and access, including
truck offloading, barging if needed,
crane access, storage and demolition
areas, and a spot for the inevitable
job trailer from which to support the
project. Project management and ad-
ministration should be planned ahead
of time, so that communication, report-
ing, and oversight are in effect from
day one.

Develop the layout
The key documents for the rebuild
project are the layoutplan of the new
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Typical layout drawing with slip mix table.
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marina and a layout of the old marina
for planning the transition. From these
layouts, the project engineers can
assess the impact on the tenants and
make a transition plan.

Another valuable planning tool is a
table showing the new and old slip mix.
This table will assist the marina's goal

These old docks have outlived their usefulness

and are awaiting demolition to start a rebuild.

planning in its marketing and opera-
tions efforts. i

Plan for the transition

Planning for the transition begins by
identifying the impact the rebuild proj-
ect will have on the marina's services
and tenants. This includes relocating
boats during construction, dealing with
tenants who will not be afforded a slip
in the new marina, and keeping the
maximum number of services available
to tenants, such as the fuel dock and
other necessary operations.

Plan benchmarking
As the industry moves forward in the
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21st Century, many marinas are
redesigning and rebuilding. In prepar-
ing a plan, marinas will want to ask,
"What are the trends, especially in my
market? What are the lessons to learn?
What works and what doesn't? How do
I make my marina distinctive?"

Now is a good time to stop and ask
oneself how the new design stacks up
against industry trends, new codes, and
guidelines. Certainly, improved and
innovative amenities are required to
make marinas competitive and to sus-
tain their future desired pricing levels.

At the same time, an increased
emphasis on environmental responsi-
bilities has brought new ways of
designing and building marinas and
shows no signs of slowing down. ADA
accessibility must be planned and built
into the rebuild to comply with current
codes and to insure a customer-friendly
marina for all clientele.

The trend toward larger slips often
means that smaller slips will be lost.
Marinas can handle this loss without

much pain, but it requires sound prepa-
ration. In the case of one marina that we
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This rebuilt marina is appropriate for market
conditions today and into the future.

recently rebuilt, slips were found in
other marinas for the smaller-slip ten-
ants for which there were no slips in the
rebuilt layout.

In fact, it is highly likely that during
a rebuild some slips will be lost, even
if the usable area and slip mix stays the
same. One marina customer used this
fact in his favor during the permitting
phase. He asked us to create a marina
plan to simply rebuild the marina as
is, based on the same slip mix. Just
to rebuild the marina "as is" would

result in the loss of about 10% of the

slips due to design changes that were
required by new codes, standards, and
regulations. This was taken to the hear-
ings, where it was pointed out as a miti-
gating factor.

Minimize the impact
If planned properly and done right,
rebuilding a marina can be a relatively
smooth experience with little inipact to
tenants. Companies such as Bellingham
Marine take the owner's needs in this

regard very seriously. The common
objective of both parties is to work to
keep open as many slips as possible
during construction and to minimize
the overall time of the project.

Bellingham Marine, like other com-
panies, plans its work to keep the num-
ber of relocations to a minimum. In a

perfect world, each boat owner would
only reposition his/her boat twice: once
to a temporary slip, and once to his new
permanent slip. To do this, the design!
build contractor must plan its work to
keep the water, power, and other servic-
es available at the temporary locations
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This marina was rebuilt with very little impact on boat owners. Owners of the smallest boats in
the docks pictured horizontally and to the right (F-dock) were found other slips in the area, and
demolition began at those docks.

while boats are being repositioned.
A recent marina rebuild in California

illustrates this approach (see aerial
view, this page). In the original marina
plan, the smaller boats were berthed at
F-dock. These were relocated to other
marinas as their slips were to be lost in
the new slip mix. F-dock was then

demolished and rebuilt for larger boats.
It had fewer, but larger slips, and it was
now ready to receive the boats from
E-dock, so that E-dock could be demol-
ished and rebuilt. E-dock tenants where
then moved to F-dock and then moved
back to E-dock when it was rebuilt.
Then D-dock tenants could be tem-

porarily repositioned to F-dock, while
the new D-dock was replaced.

This pattern continued until A-dock,
the last dock, was completed. Once A-
dock was refilled, boats from the wait-
ing list were allowed to permanently
occupy F-dock, completing the transi-
tion of the slip mix to include the larger
boats. No one was simply "evicted,"
and, in most cases, no one moved more
than once to a temporary berth.

Summary
With proper planning, marinas can
rebuild/redesign the "marina of tomor-
row" today, and minimize the impact
on the marina's business and its tenants.
Marinas should remember, however,
that this can't be accomplished without
involving the design/build contractor
early in the planning process. .j;.

Everett Babbitt is president of
Bellingham Marine, Bellingham,
Wash. He can be reached by phone
at 360/676-2800 or via e-mail:

ebabbitt@bellingham-marine.com.


